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Vision

Specialties of vision
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• vision provides the most detailed information
about the environment
• the receptor itself is an outpost of the CNS:
sensory information is analyzed before it is
transmitted to the brain
• vision provides three-dimensional information
• three-dimensionality can be attributed partly
to the slightly different retinal images formed
in the two eyes, partly to other depth clues –
single eye
• former experiences, influences from other
cortical areas modify vision – visual illusions
• attention plays a crucial role in vision – the
whole visual field is projected to the retina,
but attention enhances or attenuates parts of
the image: to see/to look, sehen/schauen is
not the same
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Structure of the eye
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• wall of the eye ball is formed by three layers:
– fibrous coat including the opaque sclera, and the
transparent cornea with its epithelium, the conjunctiva
– vascular coat including the iris that is made up by
radial and circular smooth muscle cells, and the
choroid, which is rich in blood vessels
– the inner coat is the neural layer, or retina

• two characteristic points of the retina are the
optic nerve head or optic disc, and the macula
lutea with the fovea in its center
• the lens, located behind the iris is held in place
by the suspensory ligaments or zonular fibers
attached to the ciliary muscles (ciliary body)
• the aqueous humor, filling the anterior and
posterior chambers, is secreted by the ciliary
epithelium and is drained by the canal of
Schlemm into the venous system – failure causes
glaucoma (>22 mmHg pressure in the eye)
• behind the lens: vitreous humor – extracellular
fluid with collagen and hyaluronic acid (gel)

Refraction of light in the eye
• refraction or bending of light occurs at surfaces
separating different materials
• cornea has the largest refractive power
(diopter) - 43 D
• refractive power of the lens can be varied
between 13 and 26 D – accommodation
(contraction of the iris and ciliary body,
convergence of the eyes)
• contraction of the ciliary body relaxes the
zonular fibers – lens rounds up – in young age 10
cm is the limit of visual acuity
• ciliary body is multiunit smooth muscle,
innervated by parasympathetic fibers
• in old age, elasticity of the lens is reduced:
presbyopia (reading glasses)
• if the lens becomes opaque (cataract) it is
replaced by synthetic lens – UV vision possible
• myopia, hypermetropia, astigmatism
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Functions of the retina I.
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• retina has 10 layers, rods and cones turn away
from light – inverse eye (in cephalopods they
turn toward the light)
– layer 1 – pigment epithelium
– layer 2 – receptor cells outer (a) and inner (b)
segments
– layer 3, external limiting membrane – tight junctions
between the outer ends of Müller cells and the inner
segments of the receptor cells
– layer 4, outer nuclear layer – nuclei of rods and cones
– layer 5, outer plexiform layer – synaptic zone between
receptor cells and interneurons (bipolar, horizontal)
– layer 6, inner nuclear layer – nuclei of interneurons
and Müller cells
– layer 7, inner plexiform layer – synaptic zone between
interneurons and ganglion cells
– layer 8, ganglion cells
– layer 9, optic fiber layer
– layer 10, inner limiting membrane – inner ends of
Müller cells

Functions of the retina I.
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• functions of the pigment epithelium:
– absorption of stray light – processes of pigment
cells surround the outer segment of receptor cells
– reduction of all-trans-retinal to 11-cis-retinal
– phagocytosis of the discs shed from the outer
segments of rods
– in some nocturnal species reflection of light –
increased sensitivity

• there are two types of receptor cells:
– rods
• highly sensitive (1 photon), saturated at medium light
intensities – less important in daylight vision
• mostly at the periphery of retina
• achromatic vision
• strong convergence – several rods to one ganglion cell –
spatial resolution is weak

– cones
•
•
•
•

higher threshold, no saturation in daylight
cones dominate in the fovea
color vision – three types of pigments
weak convergence – good spatial resolution
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Functions of the retina III.
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• theory of duplicity:
– reduced lighting, rods, achromatic, scotopic vision
– daylight conditions, cones, chromatic, photopic vision

• the structure of photoreceptors are similar:
– outer segment: photopigments (integral membrane
proteins, 7TM) in multiple membrane invaginations, or
freely floating membrane disks (rods)
– cilium – between outer and inner segments, modified
cilium without the central pairs of microtubules
– inner segment – organelles, synthesis of photopigments
– in rods three new disks are formed per hour, shed at
the apex and taken up by phagocytosis by pigment
cells

• photopigments are G-protein associated 7-TM
receptors
• detection of light is similar in rods and cones

Phototransduction I.
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• the 7TM photopigment of rods is rhodopsin;
one of its amino acids bind to retinal, aldehyde
of vitamin A (retinol) – carotenoids, carrot
• the protein itself is called opsin
• retinal contains delocalized pi(Π)-electron cloud
able to absorb the energy of photons – retinal
transforms from 11-cis configuration into alltrans-retinal
• trans-retinal detaches from the opsin, is
transported from the cell to be modified in the
pigment cell back into 11-cis-retinal, then
reenters the receptor cell
• lack of vitamin A causes night-blindness
• vitamin A is formed by cutting β-carotene into
two pieces
• in cones, the protein component is different –
color specificity; light detection is the same
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Phototransduction II.

• degradation of rhodopsin due to light is fast, its
restoration is slow taking up several minutes
• continuous high light level – rhodopsin
concentration decreases in rods (bleaching)
• dark adaptation requires about 15 minutes
• G-protein associated with rhodopsin is called
transducin (Gt)
• when activated, transducin exchanges GDP for
GTP, dissociates, and activates cGMPphosphodiesterase
• guanylate cyclase activity in dark is very high –
constitutional cGMP synthesis - high cGMP level
• cGMP keeps open cation channels (Na+, Ca2+) –
dark-current – depolarization (-40 mV) –
continuous transmitter release (glutamate)
• in light cGMP decreases – hyperpolarization (-70
mV) – transmitter release decreases
• 1 rhodopsin – activation of hundreds of
transducin molecules – 1 phosphodiesterase –
hydrolysis of thousands of cGMP

Interneurons
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• retinal output: ganglion cells
• rods and cones are connected to ganglion cells
by interneurons: bipolar, horizontal and
amacrine cells
• signal is usually transmitted by changes in
transmitter release due to hypo-, or
hyperpolarization, or by electric synapses, but
not by action potentials
• there are two pathways:
– direct (vertical): receptor cell – bipolar cell –
ganglion cell
– indirect (horizontal): receptor cell – horizontal, or
amacrine cell – ganglion cell

• signal transmission by rods and cones is
different, first cones are discussed
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Connectivity of cones I.
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• cones are connected directly to two types of
bipolar cells
• on-bipolar cell
– glutamate released from the receptor cell keeps
bipolar cell in hyperpolarized state
– 7-TM receptor, transducin and cGMP
phosphodiesterase are probably involved
– in light, phosphodiesterase decreases. cGMP level
increases, cation channel opens – depolarization

• off-bipolar cell
– glutamate opens cation channels directly –
depolarization in dark, hyperpolarization in light

• bipolar cells target ganglion cells that follow
their reactions: on-, and off-ganglion cells
• all this is true when light reaches the central
part of the receptive field of the given
ganglion cell

Connectivity of cones II.
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• receptive field of bipolar and ganglion cells is
usually built up by central and peripheral parts
• light falling to these two parts can induce
opposite effects
• cones at the periphery of an on-bipolar cell
inhibit the central cone by activating inhibitory
horizontal cells
• if light falls on a peripheral cone, then it is
hyperpolarized, the central cone is disinhibited,
thus light can less easily hyperpolarize it
• activity of bipolar cells is reflected by the
ganglion cells, but amacrine can modify this
activity
• some time ago only ganglion cells were accessible
for recording – on-center and off-center
ganglion cells
• receptive field is circular; it is small in the
fovea, than increases toward the periphery
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Responses of ganglion cells
on-center

off-center

Properties of ganglion cells I.
• segregation of the receptive fields of ganglion
cells is due to the combined effect of vertical
and horizontal connections
• contrasts are very important in visual perception
• it is needed for tracking movements
• a subset of ganglion cells measure the level of
overall lighting
• ganglion cells are traditionally divided into X, Y
and W groups, based on cat experiments
• groups X and Y are homogenous, with centersurround receptive fields – bipolar input
dominates
• group W is more variable, receptive field is
diffuse – horizontal connections dominate (e.g.
amacrine cell input) - melanopsin
14/28
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Properties of ganglion cells II.
• group X ganglion cells have small receptive
fields, they are sensitive to color, while group
Y cells have larger receptive fields and are
insensitive to color
• group W is characterized by large, diffuse
receptive fields and weak reactions to visual
stimuli
• based on more recent data in primates,
ganglion cells are sorted into one of two
groups:
– M-cells: large receptive fields, projection to the
magnocellular layers of CGL, detection of large
contours – M-cells correspond approximately to Y
ganglion cells
– P-cells: smaller receptive fields, projection to the
parvocellular layers of CGL, detection of color and
details – P-cells correspond approximately to X
ganglion cells

• rods transmit receptor potentials to cones
through gap junctions at dusk, in dark, gap
junctions close, rods connect to bipolar cells
15/28

Central analysis of vision
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• most of the ganglion cell axons terminate in CGL
– relay cell axons project to visual cortex –
optic radiation (radiatio optica)
• primary visual cortex is located in the occipital
lobe (Br. 17) that is also called striate cortex
• non-primary areas: V2, V3 (Br. 18), V3a, V4,
V5 (Br. 19) are found in the neighborhood –
other areas also play a role
• part of ganglion cell axons serve non-visual
functions:
– termination in midbrain tegmentum: light reflexes of
the iris
– termination in the superior colliculi: fixation,
following – optokinetic reflexes
– termination in the suprachiasmatic nucleus:
synchronization of daily rhythms to the environment –
Zeitgeber function
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Visual pathways
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• the nasal visual field is projected to the
temporal part of the retina – mirror image
• axons of the ganglion cells run in topographical
order in the optic nerve
• in the chiasma opticum, fibers from the nasal
part of the retina are crossing to the other
hemisphere – hemidecussation
• the left CGL and hemisphere receive information
from the right visual field of both eyes
• there are 2 magno- (1-2), and 4 parvocellular
(3-6) layers in the CGL – axons of M-, and Pcells terminate in the appropriate layers
• fibers from the two eyes project to separate
layers – contralateral 1, 4, 6, ipsilateral 2, 3, 5
• CGL neurons belonging to the same point of the
visual field are located on a projection line
• minimal convergence, 1-1 correspondence for
ganglion and CGL neurons – on, off center;
projections (80%) from other sources (ctx, FR)

Primary visual cortex
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• Hubel and Wiesel from the 50’s on examined the
visual system – many classical data
• simple cells respond to light strips with a given
orientation – input from the appropriate
ganglion/CGL cells through layer 4
• complex cells respond to simple geometrical
shapes
• the functional unit in the visual cortex is the
column (30-100 µ), cells in the column have the
same receptive field
• preferred orientation for neighboring simple
columns differ by 10° orientation columns
• input from the two eyes terminates separately
in alternating strips: ocular dominance columns –
• between the columns there are „blobs” serving
color vision
• hypercolumns (~1 mm2) contain columns with all
possible orientations from both eyes
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Direction selectivity in the cortex
lighting

receptive field

on-area
off-area

Non-primary visual cortex I.
• M-, and P-projections coming from CGL form
three parallel systems
• M-system serves sensation of movement and
depth, but insensitive to colors, fibers run to V1
then to V2-V3-V5
• one part of P-system enables detection of
forms; it is weakly color sensitive, fibers run to
V1 then V2-V4
• the other part of P-system detects colors,
fibers run to V1 then V2-V4
• spatial arrangement of distant objects ( > 30 m)
can be assessed by cues used by artists:
–
–
–
–
–

distant objects are smaller than nearby ones
nearby objects might exclude distant ones from view
parallel lines seem to recede in a single vanishing point
shadow of nearby subjects are sharper
nearby objects move faster
20/28
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Non-primary visual cortex II.
• for nearby objects stereoscopy is provided
by binocular strategy: image of the fixed
object falls on corresponding points of the
two retinas
• objects closer or farther from the fixed
one fall on disparate points
• form, texture and color of a given object is
not separately detected, but somehow
connected together (binding)
• details of this process are not known, but
it requires that attention is focused on the
object
• the eye is continuously scanning the object
– retina is adapting quickly, image should
move for a continuous sensation
21/28

Color vision I.
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• eye detects light between 400-700 nm
• objects partly absorb, partly reflect light
depending on wavelength – it determines the
color of different objects
• contrast principle is also used in this process by
the eye – depending on the light source
(sunlight, fluorescent, etc.) wavelength of the
reflected light will be different, but we see the
color of a red rose always properly
• color vision is impossible without the selectively
sensitive cones, however contrast provided by
neuronal connections is also required
• in humans and Old World monkeys, cones contain
one of three photopigments: absorption peaks at
blue (420 nm), green (531 nm), red (558 nm)
• proteins of red and green cones: 90% homology,
localized close to each other on chromosome X –
color blindness depends on gender
• 10% of men, 0,5% of women have color vision
deficiency
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Distribution of cones

False color images of living human retinas showing the distribution of S (blue),
M (green) and L (red) cones in the central retina. The three males
display a wide range in the percentage of L cones (adapted with permission
from Hofer et al. [19]).
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2006, 16:301–307

Color vision II.
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• color specificity of cones is relative, color is
coded by the ratio of responding cones – at
least two pigments are needed for color vision
• cones are connected to ganglion cells, those in
turn project to CGL neurons in a 1:1 manner –
similar characteristics
• concentrical cells with simple opponency: center
is red-sensitive, periphery green, or the
opposite – both might be either on, or off
• blue cones are connected to coextensive cells
with simple opponency (receptive field is
homogenous) – response is opposed by red and
green cones converging on the ganglion cells
• in V1 area cells can have double opponency – one
color of the red/green or yellow/blue pairs
excites in the center, the other color inhibits in
the periphery - or the opposite
• trichromatic theory of Young and Helmholtz is
true at the periphery; color opponency theory of
Hering is also important in the CNS
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Motor function in vision I.
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• eyeball is moved by six muscles: four with a
straight path (rectus), two with more
complicated ones (oblique)
• observed objects should be fixed on the fovea
– even if the head (gaze fixation), or the
object is moving (slow pursuit)
• there are two reflexes:
– vestibuloocular reflex – starts from the semicircular
canals, cranial nerves III., IV. and VI. execute it
– involves learning, cerebellum is important
– conjugated eye movements are induced
– optokinetic reflex – induced by the movement of the
image on the retina - superior colliculus is needed
– slower start, conjugated eye movements
– superior colliculus receives auditory, tactile, etc.
stimuli – orientation toward stimuli

• saccadic movements are very quick (900
degree/s), high frequency action potential
barrage for 20 ms

Motor function in vision II.
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• sustained vestibular stimulation (e.g. turning
chair): nystagmus – slow pursuit movements
alternate with quick saccades
• during tracking of objects eye movements are
either slow or saccadic (quickly moving objects,
quick gaze shifting)
• eye movement is conjugated during tracking
• if the fixed object is approaching, the eyes
converge – correction is induced by the falling of
the image on disparate points in the two retinas
• motor activity during accommodation: eyes
converge, ciliary body contracts, narrowing pupil
• atropine inhibits accommodation, because ciliary
body is innervated by parasympathetic fibers
• pupillary light reflex is induced by ganglion cell
detecting the overall level of lighting
• pupil has both sympathetic and parasympathetic
innervation
• consensual pupillary reflex
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Structure of the eyeball I.

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 9-2

Structure of the eyeball II.

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 9-3
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Refraction errors

emmetropia

myopia

hipermetropia

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 9-5

Layers of the retina
choroidea
pigment layer
cone
rod

zonula
occludens

horizontal cell
small bipolar cell
cone bipolar neuron
amacrine cells

Szentágothai, Medicina, 1971, Fig.8-60

Müller
glia cell

large
rod
bipolar

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 9-6
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Distribution of rods and cones

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 9-9

Structure of rods and cones

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2002, Fig. 7-39.
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Photoreception

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2002, Fig. 7-44a, 49

Functioning of rods

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2002, Fig. 7-42.
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X, Y and W ganglion cells

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 9-16

Hemidecussation of optic nerve
visual field of
left eye
temporal
visual field

temporal half
of retina

visual field of
left eye
nasal visual
fields

nervus
opticus

left tractus
opticus

temporal
visual field

temporal half
of retina

right tractus
opticus

toward corpus
geniculatum laterale,
colliculus superior,
and pretectal region
Fonyó: Orvosi Élettan, Medicina, Budapest, 1997, Fig. 37-37.
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Layers of CGL

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 9-20

Columns in visual cortex I.

complex
cells

simple
cells
contralateral
eye
ipsilateral
eye
Fonyó: Orvosi Élettan, Medicina, Budapest, 1997, Fig. 37-40.
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Columns in visual cortex II.
• ocular dominance
columns in a 8x5 mm
area of primary visual
cortex of a monkey
• right eye white, left eye
black
• intrinsic optical signal
based on hemoglobin
saturation

• orientation columns from
the same area
• red – horizontal
• yellow - 45°
• green - 90°
• blue - 135°
Blumenfeld, Sineauer Assoc. Inc., 2002, Fig. 11-12

Scanning movement of the eye

Kandel, Schwartz, Jessel, Appleton & Lange, 1995, 23-30
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Electromagnetic spectrum

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2002, Fig. 7-38

The visual pathway

Kandel, Schwartz, Jessel, Appleton & Lange, 1995, 23-5
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Absorption of photopigments
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